
Virtual 
Clinic

Artificial Intelligence employed in 
the simulation of medical examination, 
diagnostics and treatment planning
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About BD Polska
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We are an IT company with expertise in the application of advanced analytics and artificial 
intelligence in solutions supporting accurate, data-driven decisions.


Our journey

B&D Polska Sp. z o. o. – a Polish 
branch of a publicly quoted ICT 
company – Business & Decision S.A

(Euronext: BND), currently Orange 
Consulting Services


2010

Management buyout (MBO)

Independent company under 
the name of BD Polska


2014
Transition from business and IT 
consulting to specialized software 
solutions using Advanced Analytics  
and Artificial Intelligence (ML, NLP, CV)


2018 Unveiling specialized software products:

    Virtual Clinic, Business Area: Healthcare & Education

    EPOKa, Business Area: Banking & Finance

    SmartVision, Business Area: SmartCity


2022

Virtual Clinic



What is the Virtual Clinic?
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VC supports the simulation of medical examination, diagnostics and treatment planning. It is a safe environment for 
medical students and doctors who wish to improve their professional qualifications.


Our solution puts emphasis on interactive approach, case-based learning and evidence-based problem solving. It offers a 
ground-breaking approach compared to traditional medicine teaching. Students using the VC are exclusively focused on 
practical training. Users are not limited to predefined scenarios, they may ask any question, order wide range of medical 
tests, examinations and propose any treatment. After completing each case users receive rich feedback which initiates an 
effective process of revision and self-learning.


Our application fills the gap in access of students to patients, especially specific clinical cases. Such barriers exist because 
of patients’ rights, health concerns and data protection issues.


This revolutionary approach is possible thanks to the use of state-of-the-art technologies in AI and Data Science. The 
application is designed in such a way that every interaction between users and the virtual patient improves AI algorithms, 
responsible for providing contextual answers.


The system utilizes a vast base of medical knowledge which was gathered by experts and lecturers from top medical 
universities in Poland. The knowledge base is a key component of the VC because it allows authors, with the use of an 
intuitive wizard, to create any patient within minutes. It is used by experienced lecturers to create new or modify existing 
medical cases.


Virtual Clinic
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Spontaneous conversatio

 Conversation with virtual patients takes place without 
predefined scenario

 Users are free to ask any questions in natural language, 
written or spoke

 Questions on a given issue may be asked in different ways

Medical examinatio

 Users can order any test or medical examination. This 
includes laboratory tests, diagnostic imaging or video-
audio recording

 The application differentiates the place of patient 
admission and shows time and cost of the diagnostic 
proces

 All medical examinations are realistic and accurate

Educational environment for medical universitie

 In-class mode which allows students to work in groups or 
independently with or without the moderator, on-site or 
remotel

 Out-of class mode which allows users to practice particular 
skills or take exercise

 Exam mode which allows students to take part in extensive 
examinations including medical examination, description of 
digital imagining or multiple choice questions

Intuitive creator of medical cases with a dedicated Wizar

 Medical experts can create new or modify existing virtual 
patients within minutes with the use of a dedicated graphical 
user interfac

 Medical experts creating virtual patients can attach their own 
descriptions, multimedia files and recordings

What makes us unique


Virtual Clinic



What makes us unique


Quick implementatio

 Application in the computing cloud, scalable and 
available on-line 24/

 Accessible on desktops and mobile device
 Investment in additional IT infrastructure is not require
 Fully integrated with university systems: students’ office, 

remote authorization, e-mail communication

New technolog

 The system utilizes AI algorithms which are 
constantly adjusting to better understand the context 
of conversation

 A rich medical knowledge base is open for constant 
development, including adding new features, medical 
specializations, questions or examinations

 A well balanced team of experts in the area 
of IT / AI and medical educatio

 Cooperation with medical partners - the top 
medical universitie

 Implementation references from three largest 
Polish medical universitie

 Over 1m USD worth of R&D grant from the 
Polish National Research and Development 
Fun

 First prize in 2022 Polish Innovators’ Contes
 Membership in the Microsoft Startup Clu
 Solutions approved and enlisted in the 

Innovation Register by the Ministry of Health

Our advantage
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Virtual Clinic
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Key

Features

Virtual 
Clinic




Easy creation of cases with the use of a dedicated wizard

 Intuitive wizard facilitates creation of different clinical cases

 The system supports creation of virtual patients with multiple diseases

 The system comes with advanced prevention of errors for created cases.
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Kategoria cech

Wybierz cechy

Zapisz plik

Stan psychiczny

Dane personalne

Stan ogólny

Skróra i przydatki

Głowa

Klatka piersiowa

Szyja

Układ oddechowy

Układ krążenia

Brzuch i układ pokarmowy

Układ płciowy żeński

Układ płciowy męski

Układ moczowy

Układ wewnątrzwydzielniczy

Układ krwiotwórczy i krzepnięcie

Profilaktyka onkologiczna

Kończyny dolne

Wczytaj plik Wyczyść

Badania przedmiotowe

Leki

Jednostki chorobowe

Wylogujjan.kowalski@bdpolska.pl
Oś czasuLista jednostek chorobowych Lista badań dodatkowych

Nazwa 21.01 22.01 23.01 24.01 25.01 26.01 27.01 28.01 29.01 30.01 31.01

1. Stan ogólny - tętno

2. Stan ogólny - nadciśnienie tętnicze

3. Stan ogólny - duszność

Virtual Clinic



Conversation in a natural language

 Talking with the virtual patients without an imposed scenari

 Assessment of the students’ progress based on the quality of 

the interviews.
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Virtual Clinic

Angela Foster
Patient

I have a fever, my chest hurts, I am 
coughing and feeling unwell. 

The symptoms started 4 days ago 

What brings you to me? 

How long have you had these symptoms
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Comprehensive physical examination


The student may examine different parts of the 
patient’s body.

Virtual Clinic supports different activities:


 observatio
 percussion / tappin
 auscultatio
 palpatio
 neurological examination

Virtual Clinic

PercussionObservation Auscultation Palpation 

Head and neck 
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Lower limbs - front Lower limbs - back 
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Additional examinations


Users can order any type of medical 
examination

 laboratory tests
 diagnostic imaging
 audio and video recordings
 specialist consultations.

All examinations provide realistic results. 
Authors of medical cases can define any disease 
they want. Non-pathological features are drawn 
from the normative range


Virtual Clinic
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Monitoring student progress


 Assessment of the accuracy, time and cost of diagnostic
 Assessment of the ability to communicate with the patien
 The tool tracks the student's progress, records the history of student interaction with patients, verifies whether the 

student asked required questions or ordered appropriate medical examination
 The system records all actions and provides feedback for user
 Virtual Clinic supports different levels of difficulty depending on a student's progress


Virtual Clinic
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Medical University of Silesia in 
Katowice

“The element that distinguishes Virtual Clinic from 
similar solutions is interactive communication and the 
ability of the system to learn from user’s activity. 
Innovative elements bring new quality for both students 
and lecturers."


Warsaw Medical University

"A unique functionality of the simulation is the use of 
natural language: the examination imitates the 
conversation between the doctor and patient. The 
program teaches students how to conduct medical 
interview with the patient."

Poznan Medical University

“We are satisfied with cooperation and achieved 
results. We are planning to incorporate Virtual Clinic in 
teaching at the faculty medical sciences. Thanks to the 
solution, we will introduce modern, interactive teaching 
based on analysis of medical cases.”

Reviews

Badanie krwi

Parametry życiowe

Badania

Wzrost


Masa 

BMI 

167 cm 

63 kg 

20 

Karta pacjenta
Jan Kowalski

Badania dodatkoweBadania przedmiotowe

Głowa i szyja

Klatka piersiowa przód Klatka piersiowa tył

Brzuch przód Brzuch tył

Kończyny górne przód Kończyny górne tył

Zaproponuj rozpoznanie

Kończyny dolne przód Kończyny dolne tył

Narządy płciowe

Pulpit

Zajęcia

Oceny

Opcje

Pacjenci

WP.

Agnieszka Majewska
Pacjentka

Mam znaczną gorączkę, boli mnie w klatce 
piersiowej, mam kaszel oraz złe 
samopoczucie.

Objawy zaczęły się 4 dni temu

Co Panią do mnie sprowadza?

Od kiedy ma Pani takie objawy?

25 min 10 s 100 zł

Oglądanie: Klatka piersiowa przód

Jan Kowalski

Podsumowanie

Szybki dostęp

Skuteczność

W tym miesiącu 79%

Od początku 67%

100
Poprawnych rozpoznań

127
Zakończonych badań

Średnia ocen: 75/100 pkt

Zobacz wszystkie

Wznów rozpoczęty wywiad

Jan Kowalski

Adam Nowakowski

Zobacz wszystkie

Kursy i egzaminy

Rozpocznij

Egzamin

Wznów

Kurs

Pulpit

Badanie

Egzamin

Pacjenci

Pomoc

Badania przedmiotowe

Głowa i szyja

Klatka piersiowa przód Klatka piersiowa tył

Brzuch przód Brzuch tył

Kończyny górne przód Kończyny górne tył

Kończyny dolne przód Kończyny dolne tył

Narządy płciowe

Jan Kowalski

Pulpit

Zajęcia

Oceny

Pacjenci

Co Panią do mnie sprowadza?

Czy choruje Pani na choroby przewlekłe?

Jakie leki Pani bierze?

Wywiad

Zaproponuj rozpoznanieAgnieszka Majewska Become our partner, open Virtual Clinic 
at your university!

wirtualnaklinika.com

Solution implemented at 3 universities

Virtual Clinic

http://wirtualnaklinika.com
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Student 
The application offers many useful functions, it allows to 
verify knowledge in practice.‘’ Student 

I would like to use the application both at home and at 
the university. I think it would be helpful for all medical 
school students regardless of the year of study.
‘’Student 

Speaking on behalf of students of Collegium Medicum at 
Jagielonian University, please contact the Department of 
Medical Didactics (Jagiellonian University). We would be 
happy to use Virtual Clinic at our classes. Talk to our 
Department of Medical Didactics. They are as innovative 
as your solution. They will be happy to talk to you.

‘’

User testimonials
Opinions on Virtual Clinic collected from participants of the 10th edition of the Summer Camp of the International Association of Medical Students 

IFMSA-Poland (September 12-16, 2022)

Do you think Virtual Clinic will be useful in supporting teaching at medical faculties and in health education? During which years of study you would like to use the app?

Virtual Clinic
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Are you interested in cooperation? 
Contact us

Dariusz Wierzba 

tel. +48 515 000 061

dariusz.wierzba@bdpolska.com

CEO  
BD Polska Sp. z o.o.

Ul. Złota 59, 
00-120 Warszawa 
POLAND

Virtual Clinic

mailto:dariusz.wierzba@bdpolska.com

